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INTRODUCTION
The Tijuana River's excessive pollution closed many of the most
beautiful beaches' in southern California in recent decades. ' Beginning in the early 1990's, the pollution in the Tijuana River became so
extreme that the rising incidence of infant brain anencephaly near
Tijuana and San Diego was making U.S. national news. Further, news
reports of increased sewage in the area, along with the pending North

* Peter Smith received his Master of Arts degree from University of California
Berkeley in 2004 and his Juris Doctor degree from the University of Denver Sturm
College of Law in 2008. For valuable insight and comments on cross-border water
issues, he would like to give special thanks to Denver University law professors Jerry
Sherk and Rock Pring.
1. These beaches include one of the best surfing breaks on the mainland U.S. See
Malcolm Gault-Williams, Legendary Surfers: A Definitive History of Surfing's Culture and
Heroes
(July
16,
2005),
http://www.legendarysurfers.com/surf/legends/
lsl5_sloughs.shtml (describing the Tijuana Sloughs break and history).
2. See Frank Klimko, Sewage to Keep South Beaches Closedfor Now, SAN DIEGO UNIONTRIBUNE, Apr. 29, 1995, at B-3:1-7, B-1:6; see also COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO DEP'T OF ENVTL.
HEALTH, San Diego County 2005 Beach Closure & Advisory Report 3, 15, 18 (2005),
available at http://wNw.sdcounty.ca.gov/deh/water/docs/bb-2005 bcr-summary.pdf
(sewage contaminated runoff from the Tijuana River was the main source of beach
closures from 2000-2005).
3. MacNeil-Lehrer Newshour: Border Business (PBS television broadcast Nov. 19,
1992).
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American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"),' yielded numerous
alarmist news reports.' In fact, the Tijuana River National Estuarine
Research Reserve ("the Estuary") cautions against swimming in the
nearby Pacific, strictly warning visitors on land not to veer from the
marked paths because of the Tijuana River's pollution.6
Tragically, the Tijuana River's excessive pollution, carried into the
Pacific Ocean, is likely to increase in the immediate future due to the
failure of the binational agency that oversees the Tijuana River to implement an adequate treatment facility for over half of Tijuana's industrial and human sewage. The long-term outlook requires action to
treat the sewage, as increasing human population, increasing industrial
pollutants, and an infrastructure deficit incapable of treating this industrial and human waste threatens the human population in and near
the watershed. Local agencies seem unable to confront these looming
tasks: the San Diego Integrated Regional Water Management Plan does
not address Tijuana River pollution' and the "city of Tijuana has had
difficulties keeping up with the demands" of sewage treatment and
population growth.8 Rather than focusing on pollution from the Tijuana River, the complex overlapping system of binational agencies
have their eyes set to the south, examining a treatment plant at the
Playas de Rosarito.'
This paper examines the legal systems and their abilities to address
these problems. First, it details the geographic and hydrologic nature
of the basin. Next, it evaluates the uses of the watershed. Then, it considers the binational legal regimes on the river. Finally, it evaluates
whether those regimes meet international standards for water basin
4. North American Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act, H.R. 3450, 103d
Cong. (1993) (enacted).
5. See Kathryn Balint, San Diego to Help Tiuana Find Who's Dumping Toxics in Sewers,
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE, May 31, 1995, at B-3:7, B-1:6; Sandra Dibble, A Watershed
Border Event, Literally and Figuratively, SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE, Nov. 30, 1994, at B1:6-8, B-2:1; Marianne Lavelle, Poisoned Waters Provide Early Test for NAFFA, NAT'L L.J.,
Mar. 21, 1994, at Al, A22-A23; Randy Lee Loftis, Mexico Pushing a Cleaner Image; Environmental Consciousness Inspired by NAFTA, Critics Say, DALLAS MORNING NEwS, Dec. 5,

1993, at IA.
6. In addition, the Border Field State Park warns of closure due to Tijuana City
runoff. See Tijuana Estuary, Visitor Center, http://trnerr.org/visitorscenter.html.
7. See SAN DIEGO INTEGRATED REG'L WATER MGMT., 2007 San Diego Integrated
Regional Water Management Plan F-i, F-11 TO -17 (2007),
available at

http://www.nncwater.com/clients/sdirwmp/plan.html
(describing only San Diego
County plans). See also id. app. 1 (detailing only those parts of the watershed in California).
8. Ross Campbell, Comment, The Bajagua Project:Findinga Solution to the San DiegoTijuana Sewage Crisis, 40 San Diego L. Rev. 1039, 1043 (2003).
9. See CAMP DRESSER & McKEE, INC. ("CDM"), Transboundary Environmental Assessment (EA) for Playas de Rosarito Wastewater Collection Improvement Projects 1-1
to
-3,
1-6
(Aug.
28,
2006),
available at http://epa.gov/border2012/
infrastructure/rosarito/rosarito-ea.pdf.
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use, and whether the legal regime is capable of meeting complex challenges on the Tijuana River.
I. GEOLOGY/HYDROLOGY
The 1,730 square mile Tijuana River watershed is remarkably dry
for at least six months a year, ° but measurable water flow is highly variable" during the "rainy" season, which averages about ten inches of
rainfall a year.'" "Approximately 55 percent of annual rainfall occurs
from December to February," but "only two percent occurs in the
summer months."'3 This contrast between extreme dryness and variable rainfall subjects the watershed to the dangers of fire at the end of
the dry season and flood in times of heavy rainfall.'4
The Tijuana River watershed has four tributaries: the Cottonwood
Creek and Campo Creek (also known as Arroyo Tecate or Tecate
Creek) originate in the U.S. Juirez Mountains east of San Diego, while
Rio de las Palmas and Arroyo El Florido originate in Baja California,
Mexico. The Tijuana River itself forms at the confluence of Rio de las
Palmas and Arroyo El Florido, just south of Tijuana City at the Abelardo L. Rodriguez Dam, and flows approximately 6 miles where Rio
Alamar (also known as Lower Cottonwood Creek) meets it.'6 At this

10.

See INT'L BOUNDARY & WATER COMM'N, TIJUANA RIVER FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT

(TRFCP), http://www.ibwc.state.gov/MissionOperations/TJ-RiverFCP.html
(last
visited Sept. 1, 2008) [hereinafter IBWC FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT] (describing the
watershed); see also Gina Speciale, San Diego State Univ., SDSU Study Detects Harmful
Viruses
in
Local
Coastal
Waters,
Dec.
7,
2006,
http://advancement.sdsu.edu/marcomm/news/releases/fa12006/pr120706.html
(last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
11.

See NAT'L ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE Sys., TIJUANA RIVER RESERVE, CALIFORNIA,

http://www.nerrs.noaa.gov/TijuanaRiver/Tidal.html

(last visited Sept. 1, 2008) (the

variable stream flows may make the Tijuana Estuary the most variable in the nation).
12. Tijuana
River
Watershed,
Watershed
Overview,
http://trw.sdsu.edu/English/WshdOverw/wshOverwFrame.htm

(last visited Sept. 1,

2008).
13. Christopher P. Brown & Stephen Mumme, Applied and TheoreticalAspects of Binational Watershed Councils (Consejos de Cuencas) in the US.-Mexico Borderlands,40 Nat. Re-

sourcesJ. 895, 899 (2000).
14. See IBWC FLOOD CONTROL

PROJECT, supra note 10 (describing flood control
projects); see also Richard A. Minnich, Fire Mosaics in Southern California and Northern
Baja California,219 Sci. 1287, 1287-88, 1293 (1983) (arguing that overly aggressive fire

prevention by Californian authorities actually increases the likelihood of widespread
fire); Kirk Johnson & Jesse McKinley, Rethinking Fire Policy in the Tinderbox Zone, N.Y.
Times, Oct. 28, 2007, at Al (describing recent Southern California fires).
15. Philip R. Pryde, A Geography of Water Supply and Management in San DiegoTijuana, in Planning the International Border Metropolis: Trans-Boundary Policy Options in the San Diego-Tijuana Region 45-46 (Lawrence A. Herzog ed., 1986).

16.

Id. at 47.
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point, a lined channel continues five miles north to the U.S. border,'7
where the Tijuana River enters the Tijuana River Estuary and flows
west approximately five miles through U.S. territory to discharge into
the Pacific Ocean.'"
Cottonwood Creek's headwaters are in unincorporated desert land
east of San Diego, draining 481 square miles; the Creek has the highest
flow mean of 104 cubic feet per second in March but varies to 0.84 cubic feet per second in September.'9 The Cottonwood Creek watershed
includes two major dams forming Lake Morena and downstream Barrett Lake;' the upstream Lake Morena is smaller than Barrett Lake and
more remote.' The municipality of San Diego owns an extensive park
that surrounds the larger Barrett Lake; the city restricts the number
and activity of visitors to protect against water contamination." From
there, Cottonwood Creek flows generally southwest and crosses into
Mexico approximately twenty miles east of the 2Pacific
Ocean, where
4
2
Campo Creek joins it, " thus forming Rio Alamar.
Campo Creek, for its part, begins further east still, ambling
through dry canyons, and crossing the border into Mexico just before
rolling through the City of Tecate thirty miles east of the Pacific
Ocean.2 ' Arcing further south of the border, Campo Creek (here
called Arroyo Tecate) later veers north to meet Cottonwood Creek; the
combined stream forms Rio Alamar and continues west, eventually
17. John H. Minan, Recent Developments in Wastewater Management in the Coastal Region at the United States-Mexico Border, 3 San Diego Int'l L.J. 51, 53 (2002) (describing the
channelized section).
18. See
Hydrography
Map,
Tijuana
River
Watershed,
http://trw.sdsu.edu/English/GIS/StaticMaps/trwAtlas/trwMaps.htm (follow "Hydrography" hyperlink).
19. See U.S. Geological Survey, Surface Water for USA: Peak Streamflow,
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/inventory (search "Site Number" for "11013000"; then
follow "11013000" hyperlink; then follow "Monthly Statistics" hyperlink) (averaging
monthly flows from 1936 to 1990).
20. See
Project
Clean
Water,
Tijuana
River
WURMP,
http://www.projectcleanwater.org/html/wurmp tijuanaiver.html (follow "Tijuana
River MS4 Map" hyperlink) (showing the Cottonwood Creek watershed).
21. See id.; see also County of San Diego, Lake Morena County Park,
http://www.sdcounty.ca.gov/parks/Camping/lake-morena.html (last visited Sept. 1,
2008).
22. See
City
of
San
Diego,
Barrett
Reservoir,
http://www.sandiego.gov/water/recreation/barrett.shtml (last visited Sept. 1, 2008)
(describing the location of the reservoir, the locked gate that controls entry, and the
process to apply for a visitation). A FOIA request has revealed that Barrett Dam is
relatively steady near 70% capacity (FOIA request on file with the author).
23. DEP'T OF GEOGRAPHY, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIV., INST. FOR REG'L STUDIES OF THE
CALIFORNIAS, TUANA RIVER WATERSHED ATLAS 17 (2005) [hereinafter REG'L S'IuDIES
ATLAS], available at http://trw.sdsu.edu/English/GIS/StaticMaps/trwAtlas/PDFs/
TRWAtlas.pdf.
24. Id. at 42.
25. Id. at 17.
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meeting the Tijuana River at Colonia Buena Vista in the City of Tjuana.2

At the southern extreme of the watershed, Rio Las Palmas basin
stretches deep south and east into Baja California; its furthest reaches
are in Rio Seco and the arroyos in El Beltrin, La Ci~nega, and Las Canoas are all deep in the Sierra de Ju~irez mountains which bisect Baja
California.2 7 The arroyos flow north to converge into a short floodplain; the Valle de Las Palmas provides some rare arable land and agricultural irrigation.2 ' The Rio Las Palmas then empties into the Abelardo L. Rodriguez dam, near the El Florido maquiladoransouth of Tijuana City.'
The Arroyo El Florido basin, the second of Mexico's two main tributaries, lies directly east of the Rodriguez dam, and is dammed at Presa El Carrfzo just north and east of Valle de Las Palmas and about fifteen miles due south of Tecate." Supplying both the City of Tecate
and Tijuana with water, the El Carrizo dam has a capacity of 40 million
cubic meters.32 From the Carrizo dam, Arroyo El Florido continues to
flow due west approximately fifteen miles to the Abelardo L. Rodriguez
dam, where itjoins the Rio Las Palmas.
The Abelardo L. Rodriguez dam has a capacity of 137 million cubic
meters of water,3 but as of September 2007, capacity hovered near 20
percent.' Two aqueducts supplement the water supply from Arroyo El
Florido and Rio Las Palmas at the Rodriguez Reservoir; one made of
"emergency deliveries" from San Diego's municipal aqueduct system,2

26. Id.
27. Id. at 17, 37, 38.
28. Id. at 17; see also Project Clean Water, Tijuana River WURMP,
juanariver.html (follow "Tijuana
http://www.projectcleanwater.org/htm/wurmp ti
River Land-Use Map" hyperlink) (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
29. A maquiladora is a Mexican Corporation that can import materials and equipment for manufacturing without paying customs duties. "As part of the preferential
treatment received, such company must export at least 80% of its production." The
location of this type of industry is typically in Northern Mexico, near the United States
border. DAHL'S LAw DICTIONARY SPANISH-ENGLISH 327 (4th ed. 2006).
30. See Project Clean Water, supra note 20 (displaying the flow of the Rio de las
Palmas into the Abelardo L. Rodriguez dam).
31. REG'L STUDIES ATLAS, supra note 23, at 17.

32. See COMISI6N ESTATAL DE SERVICIOS POBLICOS DE TIJUANA, HISTORIAS DE LOS
ACUEDUCTOS EN TUuANA Y EN PLAYAS DE ROSARITO 38 (2006), available at
http://www.cespt.gob.mx/cultura/artacueductos.html.
33. Id. at 30.
34. Result of a FOIA request to the IBWC, which maintains records on binational
dam levels in the Tijuana River Watershed since 2002 (on file with the author).
35. See INT'L BOUNDARY & WATER COMM'N, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT,
IMPLEMENT INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT FOR DELIVERIES TO TIJUANA, BAJA CALIFORNIA OF A
PART OF MEXICO'S COLORADO RIVER WATERS THROUGH THE SOUTHERN CAIAFORNIA
AQUEDUCTS 17 (Aug. 17, 2001) [hereinafter IBWC FINAL EA], available at

http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/FEIS/FONSIEnvironmentalAssessment.pdf.
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and the other via the Acueducto Rio Colorado-Tijuana.' The Acueducto Rio Colorado-Tijuana carries water from Mexicali (where the
U.S. delivers most of its 1.5 million acre/feet of water guaranteed under the 1944 Treaty7 ) to Tecate and from there to the El Carrizo dam,
where natural flow carries it down to the Abelardo L. Rodriguez dam.
The supplementary "emergency deliveries" flow through the San Diego
aqueduct system, which begins at San Jacinto, California, for delivery
six miles east of the Pacific Ocean near the Otay Mesa adjacent to the
South Bay International Wastewater Treatment Plant ("SBIWTP")Y
From this point, a Mexican aqueduct pumps the 15,000 acre/feet
"emergency delivery" of water back up to the Abelardo L. Rodriguez
reservoir.' Adjacent to the reservoir is the El Florido water purification plant, which provides industrial grade purified water for the El
Florido industrial area and drinking water for the municipality of Tijuana.
Water not pumped into the municipal and industrial systems flows
from the Rodriguez reservoir into the Tijuana River; runoff from nearby neighborhoods and hillside residences supplements this seasonal
flow,"2 along with industrial flow from industrial plants generally placed
36. See CoMIsION ESTATAL DE SERVICIOS POBLICOS DE TIJUANA, supranote 32, at 31.
37. See Treaty on the Utilization of Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and
of the Rio Grande, U.S.-Mex., art. 10, Feb. 3, 1944, 59 Stat. 1219, 1237 [hereinafter
1944 Rivers Treaty] (relating to the utilization of the named waters from Fort Quitman, Texas to the Gulf of Mexico). The International Boundary & Water Commission
jointly monitors the deliveries guaranteed under the Treaty at the Morelos Dam, and
from there the Acueducto Rio Colorado-Tijuana may begin diverting its share. See
INT'L

BOUNDARY

&

WATER

COMM'N,

COLORADO

RIVER

BOUNDARY

SECTION,

http://www.ibwc.state.gov/WaterData/Colorado/Index.html (last visited Sept. 1,
2008). Infusions from the Wellton-Mohawk Drain keep the salinity levels of Morelos
Dam similar to the Imperial Valley Dam. See INT'L BOUNDARY & WATER COMM'N U.S.
AND
MEX.,
2004
ANNUAL
REPORT
8-9
(2004),
available
at
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/2004_report_2.pdf.
38. See Baja California: The Mexican Frontier For Successful Business, Water,
http://www.investinbaja.gob.mx/english/infrastructure/utilities/water.htm
(last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
39. See U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, San Diego Project, California, General Description, http://www.usbr.gov/dataweb/html/sandiego.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008); see
also Project Clean Water, supra note 28 (displaying the flow of the Rio Las Palmas into
the Abelardo L. Rodrfguez dam); Int'l Boundary & Water Comm'n, South Bay International
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant
(SBIWTP),
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Mission-Operations/sbiwtp.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008)
(showing an aerial view of the connection).
40. See IBWC FINAL EA, supra note 35, at 17.
41.

See COMISION ESTATAL DE SERVICIOS PPBLICOS DE T1JUANA, supra note 32, at 39.

42. The North American Development Bank estimates that 74 percent of Tijuana's
population is on the sewage system. N. AM. DEv. BANK, FACT SHEET, TIJUANA, BAJA
CALIFORNIA
(June
18,
1997),
available
at
http://www.nadb.org/pdfs/state-projects/FS%20Tijuana.pdf; but see Dean J. Gipson &
Maria Lemus, Sewage Infrastructure,in SAN DIEGO-TIJUANA INTERNATIONAL BORDER AREA

PLANNING ATLAS, (2000) (noting that only 85% of Tijuana's residents are on a sewerage
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geographically higher than residences." Rio Alamar meets the channelized Tijuana River as it flows generally north and west.' The concrete lining further diminishes the natural absorptive and cleaning
capacity of the riverbed." At the lowest point of the Tijuana River basin in Mexico, the river splits: nearly half of the water flows across the
border for treatment at the SBIWTP" while the rest flows to two Mexican treatment facilities.47
The vast majority of water that stays on the Mexican side flows west
over a ridge to the San Antonio de los Buenos facility ("SAB") at Playas
de Tijuana.' As the sewage flows down the ridge, rows of concrete obstacles within the channel aerate it; the water drains into a series of
oxidation ponds for treatment before discharge into the "littoral waters
at the mouth of the San Antonio de Los Buenos river at Punta Banderas. '' Although the SAB underwent a recent $27 million update, the
system is overtaxed; designed for a capacity of 750 liters per second,
but operated at 1,014 liters per second.' The second Mexican treatment facility is the Planta Ecoparque, which uses biological filtration
withwith water suitable for irrigation of the Environmental Park, but
51
out capacity to make an impact on the overall sewerage system. '

The gem of the Tijuana River sewerage system is the SBIWTP,
which collects sewage water at the base of the Otay Mesa in San Diego
County where the Tijuana River crosses into the United States.2 The
collected sewage water conforms through treatment to U.S. Clean Water Act ("CWA") primary standards, and then flows through a pipe that
is eleven feet in diameter, called the South Bay Land Outfall ("SBLO")
while on land and the South Bay Ocean Outfall ("SBOO") while un-

system and the coverage of settlements in the eastern portion of Mesa de Otay is especially incomplete).
43. See Kathryn Kopinak & Ma. Del Rocio Barajas, Too Closefor Comfort? The Proximity
of IndustrialHazardous Wastes to Local Populations in Tijuana, Baja California, 11 J. Env't
& Dev. 215, 227 (2002) (stating that managers try to locate industrial plants near residential neighborhoods to avoid high turnover, and that "[h]azardous waste generated
on the high mesas can blow and/or flow downward to the residential districts below.").
44. See IBWC FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT, supra note 10 (describing the lining of the
river); see also Richard Wright, Topography and Hydrography, in SAN DIEGO-TUUANA
INTERNATIONAL BORDER AREA PLANNING ATLAS (2000) (describing the Tijuana River

watershed).
45. Minan, supra note 17, at 53.
46. See id. at 52.
47.

See Gipson & Lemus, supra note 42. See also Greg Bloom, Frontera Norte Sur,

Tijuana's

Ecoparque:

Decentralized

Water

Treatment

and

http://www.nmsu.edu/-frontera/may0l/feat3.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
48. See Gipson & Lemus, supranote 42.

49.

See N. AM. DEv. BANK, supra note 42.

50.
51.

See id. See also Gipson & Lemus, supra note 42.
See Bloom, supra note 47 (providing an overview of Tijuana's Ecoparque).

52.

Minan, supra note 17, at 52-53.

Reuse,
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derwater; discharge of the treated water is 3.5 miles offshore at a depth
of ninety-three feet in the Pacific Ocean.53
The Tijuana River itself no longer naturally flows except for the
rainy season; both the United States Geological Survey ("USGS") and
the International Boundary and Water Commission ("IBWC") have
disclosed seasonal, intermittent flow.' Neither the SBIWTP nor the
SAB treats this overflow; rather, it flows directly into the Tijuana Estuary and from there into the Pacific Ocean. 5 The overflow (known as
Phase II in CWA parlance)' contains the untreated sewage of the 15-25
percent of the Tijuana population not on the Tijuana sewage system, as
well as accumulated industrial waste that gathers in the canyons below
the maquiladoras, the Tijuana Estuary contains the highest levels of
heavy metals on the southern California Coast. 7
The Tijuana Estuary is a lush 2,500-acre intertidal salt-water marsh
sitting between San Diego and the U.S.-Mexico border in California.'
This reserve encompasses California State and Federal parks, with walking trails, an equestrian center, an educational visitor's center, a conservation library, and 370 species of migratory and native birds, includ-

53. Campbell, supra note 8, at 1052-53. The SBLO is 114 inches in diameter and
the SBOO is eleven feet (132 inches) in diameter. Id. at 1052, n.69, 1053.
54. See Int'l Boundary & Water Comm'n, Historic Flows of the Tijuana River,
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/wad/013300_a.txt (showing the flow levels for 2008) (last
visited Sept. 1, 2008); Int'l Boundary & Water Comm'n, Stream Gage Data,
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Water_- Data/rtdata.htm (showing that the input to the
IWTP is the only current gage of Tijuana flow) (last visited Sept. 1, 2008). See also U.S.
Geological
Survey,
Surface-Water
Monthly
Statistics
for
California,
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/inventory (search "Site Number" for "11013500"; then
follow "11013500" hyperlink; then follow "Monthly Statistics" hyperlink).
55. See Barbara R. Bradley & Emilio de ia Fuente, Water Without Borders: A Look at
Water Sharing in the San Diego-Tijuana Region, in THE U.S.-MEXIcAN BORDER
ENVIRONMENT: BINATIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT PLANNING 247, 262 (Suzanne Michel

ed., 2003), available at http://www.scerp.org/pubs/m8full.pdf.
56. Robert V. Percival et al., Environmental Regulation: Law, Science and Policy
635 (5th ed., 2006). See also Envtl. Def. Ctr. Inc. v. U.S. Envd. Prot. Agency, 344 F.3d
832, 848 (9th Cir. 2003) (upholding EPA Phase II standards to a Tenth Amendment
challenge).
57. Daniel A. Weis, John C. Callaway & Richard M. Gersberg, Vertical Accretion Rates
and Heavy Metal Chronologies in Wetland Sediments of the Tjuana Estuary,24 Estuaries 840,
840 (2001) (
Although discharges from the Tijuana River account for only a small percentage of total gauged runoff to the southern California coastal ocean, it contains the highest concentrations of suspended solids, cadmium (Cd), copper
(Cu), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), and PCBs among the eight largest
creeks and rivers in southern California ....
58. See RICHARD D. WRIGHT & ALAIN WINcKELL, THE TIJUANA RIVER WATERSHED
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM 159, http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel3/4054/11611/
00526765.pdf?tp=&isnumber=-&arnumber=526765 (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
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ing six endangered species, all within the largest wetland on the southern California coast."
II. HUMAN USE
Archeological evidence indicates human presence in the Tijuana
Estuary dating back 10,000 to 12,000 years,' but not until around 1,300
years ago did the prehistoric hunter and gatherer societies gel into
more stationary populations, leaving evidence of increased semipermanent structures," milling of seeds, ' and later, dams and sluices to
provide water for crops and to attract wildlife for hunting." The Kumeyaay (alternately Kumiai) are the most recent indigenous group to
identify with the Tijuana River watershed, dating back before Spanish
"discovery. '

Then, as now, the Tijuana River watershed did not pro-

vide for much agricultural output: the very name "Tijuana" may have
derived from the Cochimi (the dominant indigenous group in central
Baja California) term "teguana" meaning "inhospitable place" or
"place without food.""
Europeans had explored the area by 1542, had maps by 1602,' but
it was not until 1769, when Father Junipero Serra founded the Mission
San Diego de Alcal 67 that he provided a written description of the
Kumeyaay at the Tijuana River Estuary.' In attempting to make the
59. See Tijuana Estuary, supra note 6. See also California State Parks, Tijuana Estuary
NP, http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page-id=669 (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
60. LYNN H. GAMBLE ET AL., CULTURAL ECOLOGY AND THE INDIGENOUS LANDSCAPE OF
THE TIJUANA RIVER WATERSHED, PROJECT NUMBER NR-04-04 18 (2006), available at
http://scerpfiles.org/contmgt/doc-files/NR-04-0-Gamble%20ed.doc.
61. See Nat'l Estuarine Research Reserve System, Archeological Discovery at the
Tijuana River Reserve Provides Insight into Local History and Ecology,
http://www.nerrs.noaa.gov/TijuanaRiver/Highlights.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
62. GAMBLE ET AL., supra note 60, at 5.
Native
People,
San
Diego's
Service,
Fish
& Wildlife
63. U.S.
http://www.fws.gov/sandiegorefuges/Native.htm (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
64. GAMBLE ET AL., supranote 60, at 5.
Know
Tijuana,
Get
to
San
Diego,
Univ.
of
65. See
http://www.sandiego.edu/tijuana/tjtimeline.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008) (detailing
that the Estuary represented an important trade nexus between regional groups of prehistoric Americans: the Shimuls to the north and their easy access to the rest of northern California; the Cocopah to the east in the Colorado River Delta linked the Kumiai
with groups all along the Colorado river basin; while other Yuman speakers to the
south (Paipai, Ko'atl, Kiliwa) gathered at the Estuary to trade goods from Baja California and northwest Mexico).
66.

See

Ciudad

de

Tijuana,

XIX

Ayuntamiento,

http://www.tijuana.gob.mx/ciudad/CiudadHistoriaMinima.asp
2008).
67.
68.

Tijuana's

History,

(last visited Sept. 1,

FR. Zephyrin Engelhardt, San Diego Mission 42 (1920).
GAMBLE ET AL., supra note 60, at 7-8.

[W]e arrived close to a very populous heathen village, along one side of
which there was a handsome stream running with a good-sized flow of water
that with great force issues up out of the ground upon the spot, good fresh
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settlement and indigenous population permanent, rather than seasonal as had the Kumeyaay, the missionaries provoked armed resistance
from Kumeyaay laborers leading to the death of Fray Luis Jayme in
1775.' Agriculture having failed, crops for the next decade were scant,
and the 147 occupants of the mission and accompanying military presidio received food shipments from other parts of Mexico. 7' During
this period, most of the Kumeyaay Christian converts retained their
traditional seasonal migration patterns, having seen the faltering attempts at irrigation agriculture by the missionaries and the military
presidio.'
By 1803, the mission moved north to its present location and inhabitants located a successful dam ten miles up the neighboring San Diego River, with an extensive aqueduct system to irrigate fields near the
mission. Junipero Serra's successor, Fray Pedro Panto did not live to
see his irrigation project completed; his personal chef allegedly poisoned him in 1812.
When Mexico gained independence from Spain in 1821, the mission and its generally indigenous surrounding population were eco4
nomically insignificant dots on the westernmost map of the territory.
The lack of commercially viable agriculture or valuable extractive industries such as mining that were established in Peru and central Mexico made for little investment opportunities in an area far afield from
traditional trade routes.7 1 Californid' settlers were by and large former
water. The stream flows at the foot of a range that we have borne upon our
right hand during the whole day's march and that draws back for a bit over a
league here, the country making a very great plain of very good soil with everything very grass-grown with green grasses. Immediately upon our arrival a
vast quantity of heathens - men, women, and children in large numbers came over both from this village as well as from other villages that seemingly
are nearby, almost all of them of all sexes being very much painted in red,
white and black, the men having on large feather headdresses and having
their usual good-sized quivers upon their shoulders and bow and arrows in
their hands. All of them are very sharp Indians, great bargainers ....
Id. (quoting FatherJuan Crispi).
69. Terry Ruscin, Mission Memoirs 11 (1999) (noting also that Fray LuisJayme was
killed in the uprising, becoming California's first Christian martyr).
70. ENGELHARDT, supra note 67, at 99-103, 108 (noting that many of the missionaries sought to be transferred due to hunger and noting that in 1780 their irrigation
ditch had run dry and sought more supplies from the Governor of Mexico).
71. Id. at 122 (quoting Governor Pedro Fages 1787 report to King Carlos III of
Spain).
72. Id. at 157 (noting that visitors could still see the remains of the dam by 1857).
73. RuSCIN, supra note 69, at 12; see also ENGELHARDT, supra note 67, at 162-63.
74. See James Lockhart & Stuart B. Schwartz, Early Latin America: A History of
Colonial Spanish America and Brazil 412-16 (1983) (arguing that the Napoleonic wars
created preoccupation among the colonial rulers leading to frayed ties with the
"fringes" of the Spanish Empire).
75. Stanley J. Stein & Barbara H. Stein, The Colonial Heritage of Latin America:
Essays on Economic Dependence in Perspective 28 (1970).
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military men granted wide acreage for cattle ranching; the scant irrigation by those ranchers was the only significant use of the Tijuana River
until 1848 when the population consisted of about 300 Californios and
intermittent numbers of Kumeyaay Indians."
The discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill on January 24, 1848, set off
the fabled dash across the continent in search for gold.'8 The influx of
Americans from the east coast, coupled with CaliforniodesesperadoPwho
recently lost possession of, if not legal title to, land in the annexed
Mexican territories,' along with Chilean, Mexican, and Peruvian miners traveling up the west coast of Mexico, all provided incentive for
rapid economic growth near the San Diego mission8" Gold strikes in
the hills of the Tijuana River watershed in the 1850s created further
incentive for new settlers in San Diego and helped created the sister
town of Tijuana on the border. 2
The next decade saw the use of water along the Tijuana River
change dramatically from small irrigation to industrial mining. American and Peruvian miners were accustomed to using wet placer separation on a large scale or gold-panning for nuggets on a small scale. 3
Mexican miners, by contrast, had developed a dry placer method, in
which they threw dust into the air, with heavy metals falling straight
down while the dust blew away.'
The centralized Mexican government sought to increase investment by liberalizing the exportation of mineral ore from Baja California to the United States in 1855.' Prospectors soon found new gold
strikes in the interior of Baja California in the 1860's, and explorers
thought El Doradod existed in the Tijuana River Watershed in the
76. A Californiois one of the original Spanish or Mexican colonists of California or
their descendants. See Douglas Monroy, Rebirth: Mexican Los Angeles from the Great
Migration to the Great Depression 14-15 (1999).
77. See William E.Smythe, History of San Diego 1542-1908: An Account of the Rise
and Progress of the Pioneer Settlement on the Pacific Coast of the United States 23849, 254-55 (1908).
Malcolm J. Rohrbough, Days of Gold: The California Gold Rush and
78. See, e.g.,
the American Nation 7 (1997).
79. Individuals that lived on the fringes of Spanish and Mexican frontier towns or
hired themselves out to town settlers. SeeMonroy, supra note 76, at 113.

80.

Id. at 112-14 (describing the evolution of ranch workers' heritage from Indian

to mestizo, and from Californiolandowners to landless workers on new settler's ranches).
81. Lawrence D. Taylor, The Mining Boom in Baja Californiafrom 1850 to 1890 and the
Emergence of Tijuana as a Border Community, 43J. Sw. 463, 463 (2001).

82.
83.

Id.
See id. at 474.

84. Id. See also Otis E. Young, The Spanish Tradition in Gold and Silver Mining, 7 Ariz.
& The W. 299, 313-14 (1965) (describing the dry placer technique).
85. Taylor, supranote 81, at 474.

86.

El Doradomeans "the golden one" in Spanish and applies to a legendary story in

which gold and precious stones existed in fabulous abundance. See Wikipedia, El Dorado, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ElDorado (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
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1870s. 7 The increased industrial mining activity, coupled with seasonal
rainfall and flooding, meant that a year's worth of mining waste would
flow through the nascent town of Tijuana to the Estuary every fall.
Access to national railroad lines in the 1880s prompted the real estate
boom, which increased damming and irrigation of the Tijuana River
south of San Diego for agriculture, but the railroad hub in Los Angeles
certified San Diego's status as a regional center.' Military installations,
beginning in 1896, defined San Diego's economy throughout the Depression, but the parched landscape and seasonal precipitation limited
land and water use of the Tijuana River for irrigation and cattle ranching on both sides of the border." Tijuana's main economic strength
was its proximity to San Diego - tourism, particularly during Prohibition, generated businesses while the Customs House at the border
generated state revenue."
On the San Diego side of the border, the Southern California
Mountain Water Company contracted to build the predecessor to today's Barrett Dam in 1897, in order to provide water for personal use
in San Diego,"' while the same company began work on the thirty foot
tall Morena Dam in 1896." The city of San Diego purchased the Morena Dam, and the future site of Barrett Dam, in 1914," but Barrett
Dam was not complete until 1922."4 Across the border, poor water
quality in Tjuana created the need for the Rodriguez Dam's construction in 1937, whose primary water use has been residential and industrial.9"
The Second World War brought dramatic economic development
in both San Diego and Tijuana.' Partly due to increased infrastructure
needs, a labor shortage, and increased water supplies on both sides of
the border, in 1942 the Bracero Program imported laborers from Mexico to southern California. 7 The dynamic southern California economy and the Bracero Program created a migratory pull from all over

87. See Taylor, supra note 81, at 475.
88. See SMNrrHE, supra note 77, at 413-52.
89. Taylor, supra note 81, at 480.
90. See id.
91. James Dix Schuyler, Reservoirs for Irrigation, Water-Power and Domestic WaterSupply 28 (2d ed. 1909) (noting that the Barrett Dam would be fifty feet high upon
completion).
92. Id. at 30-31.
93. See The City of San Diego, City of San Diego Water History,
http://www.sandiego.gov/water/gen-info/history.shtml (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
94. Id.
95. See supranote 32, at 25.
96. See Brown & Mumme, supra note 13, at 896.
97. Lawrence A. Herzog, Where North Meets South: Cities, Space, and Politics on
the U.S.-Mexico Border 99 (1990).
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Mexico towards the twin cities of Tijuana and San Diego.98 The increased population not only needed water, which new reservoirs provided," but population growth also needed sewage treatment facilities;
Tijuana's were overtaxed by the late 1920s, when Tijuana's principal
waste flowed directly into the Tijuana Estuary on the U.S. side of the
border."°
When President Lyndon Johnson ended the Bracero Program in
1964, the Mexican government sought to improve the infrastructure of
northern Mexico with a view to increasing national production with
the Border Industrialization Program ("BIP") and El ProgramaNacional
Fronterizo ("PRONAF"). ° Paradoxically, this attempt to industrialize
sectors of the Mexican economy to reduce industrial imports from the
United States had the unintended consequences of raising unemployment and increasing wealth inequality. ' The maquiladoraresulted: a
light industrial plant that typically leveraged low wages for assembly of
imported component parts, often made in the United States.' 3 Although the maquiladorasdid not solve the country's industrialization
gap, they did soon begin to increase pollution in the Tijuana River in
two forms: increased sewage generated by a growing human population, and increased industrial pollution.'
The result of the BIP was a 1,000 percent increase in maquilarelated employment between the years 1970 and 1988. °" By the year
2000, more than 187,000 employees worked in the maquiladorasector,

98. Id. The term "bracero" means "day-laborer" in Spanish; it comes from "brazos,"
the Spanish word for arms, and conveys the manual aspect of the labor performed. See
Jorge A. Vargas, U.S. Border PatrolAbuses, Undocumented Mexican Workers, and InternationalHuman Rights, 2 San Diego Int'l L.J. 1, 13 n.33 (2001).
99. The new reservoirs provided water until 1972, when "emergency deliveries" of
water to Tijuana began. See Int'l Boundary and Water Comm'n [IBWC], Minute No.
240,
at
1-2
(June
13,
1972),
available
at
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Min240.pdf.
100. Jon Jamieson, Raw Sewage to Reclaimed Water: The History of Sewerage Systems in the Metropolitan San Diego - Tijuana Region 26 (2002) (explaining that until
Tijuana's population started to exceed 5,000 in the 1920s, effluent was a septic tank
downtown, and washed directly into the Tijuana River). See also IBWC, Minute No. 222,
at 1 (Nov. 29, 1965), available at http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Min222.pdf
(recognizing a discharge system directly into the Pacific Ocean from 1938-1965).
101. See C. Daniel Dillman, Urban Growth Along Mexico's Northern Border and the Mexican National Border Program,4J. Developing Areas 487, 501-02 (1970) (describing the
Mexican National Border Program).
102. See Peter H. Smith, Mexico Since 1946, in The Cambridge History of Latin America, Vol. VII, Latin America since 1930 Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean 8788 (Leslie Bethell, ed., 1990).
103. HERZOG, supra note 97, at 53-55, 164 (the term "maquiladora"comes from Spanish maquila or the portion of flour the miller retained as payment for grinding grain
into flour, reflecting the initial manual labor component of the plants).
104.

JAMIESON, supranote 100, at 45.

105.

Id. at 109-110.
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approximately 55 percent of the total formal labor force of Tijuana.' °6
Currently, one of the fastest growing sectors of the maquiladoraassembly plants is electronics;' °7 but the specific amounts of industrial pollution from that sub-sector are in dispute. 8 While maquiladoraemployment has grown in Tijuana, manufacturing in San Diego has declined,
as the economy has shifted to being "knowledge" based."° This "knowledge" economy literally runs on electronic components assembled in
the maquiladorassouth of the border;"' the economy reflects the geological reality in a type of integrated "economic watershed."
The result of this entwined economy is a stark contrast: on the
Mexican side of the basin, the watershed is both highly urban and industrial or it is large open desert;"' while the U.S. side of the basin is
mostly open areas in the watershed, with some suburban residential
and light agricultural areas."2 Agriculture in the U.S. part of the basin
is limited to areas near the towns of Potrero, Campo, and Pine Valley,
and the private lake at Corte Madera;"3 east of San Ysidro is still the

106. Roberto Coronado, Thomas M. Fullerton, Jr., & Don P. Clark, Short-run maquiladora Employment Dynamics in Tijuana, 38 Annals of Regional Sci. 751, 752 (2004)
(arguing that employment conditions in Tijuana reflect the strength of exports to the
United States, not an annual cycle).
107. See Baja California: The Mexican Frontier For Successful Business, supra note 38
(noting that high-water consumption of computer and television screen manufacturers
locate in Baja California to access guaranteed water supplies).
108. U.S. Water News Online, Greenpeace Says Electronics Makers Polluting Water
Countries,
(Feb.
2007),
in
China,
Other
Developing
(describing conflicts
http://uswaternews.com/archives/arcglobal/7greesays2.html
between a Greenpeace report and a Sony Corporation response concerning discharge
from the company's plant in Tijuana).
109. JAMES CURRY, SAN DIEGO DIALOGUE, SAN DEGO/TUUANA MANUFACTURING IN THE
(2000),
available at http://sandiegodialogue.org/
INFORMATION
AGE
2
pdfs/brpaper%20mfg.pdf.
110. See id.; Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce, About Otay Mesa,
http://www.otaymesa.org/ab-otay.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008) (
Many of these twin-plants carry out their capital-intensive process in Otay and
their labor-intensive process in Tijuana. Such companies include Honeywell,
Parker Hannifin and Bacou-Dalbz, among others. Other twin plant companies develop their marketing and research centers in Otay and their manufacturing processes in Tijuana. Such companies include Matsushita/Panasonic,
Sanyo, among others.
111. SeeCURRY, supranote 109, at 11-12.
112. See Kopinak & Barajas, supra note 43, at 234-38 (suggesting the colonias are established precisely due to proximity to the maquiladoras).
113. See CrY OF SAN DIEGO WATER DEP'T, WATERSHED SANITARY SURVEY 2, 7, 10, 13
2003),
available
at
(Jan.
2001,
rev.
May
http://sandiegohealth.org/water/drinking/survey/volumel.pdf.
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predominant agricultural region in this area, where cattle ranching is
the principal agricultural product.'
If, however, the entire human use in the basin without regard to
borders is the standard, it becomes easier to see through a table of
land use areas and relative size and contribution to runoff within the
Tijuana River Watershed."5 The resultant pattern of this type of use in
the watershed is that all four of the reservoirs are of very high water
quality, while the actual runoff in the Tijuana River into the estuary has
mostly seasonally high levels of both human and industrial waste."'
This rosy "but for" scenario depends on the reservoirs' ability to meet
demand and the sewage system's abilities to meet current discharge
rates and future growth. Nonetheless, the demand for water, especially
in Tijuana, may soon prove to outstrip supply, leading to possible rate
increases.' 7
HI. LEGAL REGIMES ON THE TIJUANA RIVER WATERSHED
Three legal regimes, each with distinct functions, jurisdiction, and
responsibilities, operate on the Tijuana River. First, the broadest
agreement, NAFTA, covers trade in all goods in Mexico, the United
States, and Canada."8 Second, the 1944 Treaty, which established the
International Boundary and Water Commission, and which covers
three rivers along the U.S.-Mexico border: the Rio Grande, the Colorado River, and the Tijuana River."9 Third, both the Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") and California state authorized the San
Diego Watershed Urban Runoff Management Program ("WURMP") to
study water quality within the binational Tijuana River watershed for
discharge in the Tijuana Estuary. 20 Individuals have filed citizens' suits
under the first two agreements, and this section will look at those law114. See
California
Heartland,
San
Ysidro,
http://www.californiaheartland.org/archive_1-8/archive/hl_811/SanYsidro.htm
(last
visited Sept. 1, 2008).
115. See Richard M. Gersberg, Daniel Daft, & Darryl Yorkey, Temporal Pattern of Toxicity in Runoff From the Tjuana River Watershed, 38 Water Res. 559, 561, 567 n.7 (2004)

(citing Englert PF., Characterizing urban storm water pollution in the Tijuana River
watershed (1997) (unpublished M.P.H. thesis, San Diego State University)).
116. See id. at 567 (concluding that the high level of toxicity in the initial runoff
should be treated, while later flows have washed-out toxicity levels, and are therefore a

lower priority for treatment).
117. See Thomas M. Fullerton Jr., Roberto Tinajero &Jorge Eduardo Mendoza Cota,
An Empirical Analysis of Tijuana Water Consumption, 35 Atlantic Econ. J. 357, 358, 367
(2007).
118. See North American Free Trade Agreement, U.S.-Can.-Mex., Dec. 17, 1992, 32
I.L.M. 289, 297 (1993) [hereinafter NAFTA].
119. 1944 Rivers Treaty, supra note 37, at 1219-20.

120. See CoUNrT oF SAN DIEGO, ET AL., THE UNIFIED WATERSHED URBAN RUNOFF
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 7-11,
http://www.projectcleanwater.org/pdf/wurmp/
Unified_WURMPDocument.pdf (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
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suits. This section will also compare the outcomes of those treaties,
trials, and organizations against the principles laid out in the 1997
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigable Uses of
International Watercourses. 2'
NAFTA addresses the free trade of goods between Mexico and the
United States. NAFTA regulations only apply to rivers when the issue
relates to the market for allocated water. NAFTA prohibits laws and
regulations that discriminate against legal entities and citizens of other
countries.' Thus, member states can challenge water-transfer restrictions imposed by another state under the dispute settlement mechanism provided for in NAFTA"' However, NAFTA adopts the GATT definition of "goods;" the GATT Harmonized Commodity Description
and Coding System includes as goods: "[w]aters, including natural or
artificial mineral waters and aerated waters," not including sea water."'
U.S. Trade Representative Michael Kantor wrote in a letter to an environmental group in the U.S., "when water is traded as a good, all
agreements governing trade in goods [including NAFTA] apply."'2l
Thus, it is the existence of a market for water that establishes whether
NAFTA will control the dispute resolution. 6 To put it another way,
NAFTA embodies "the principle that if a country decides to turn a natural resource into a commodity, it must permit trade in a non-

121.
"The Convention is annexed to UN GA Res. 51/229, 21 May 1997, adopted by a
vote of 103 for and 3 against, with 27 abstentions." Stephen C. McCaffrey, The Law of
International Watercourses: Non-Navigational Uses 301 N.2 (2001).
122.
1. Each Party shall accord national treatment to the goods of another Party in
accordance with Article III of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), including its interpretative notes, and to this end Article III of the
GATT and its interpretative notes, or any equivalent provision of a successor
agreement to which all Parties are party, are incorporated into and made part
of this Agreement.
2. The provisions of paragraph 1 regarding national treatment shall mean,
with respect to a state or province, treatment no less favorable than the most
favorable treatment accorded by such state or province to any like, directly
competitive or substitutable goods, as the case may be, of the Party of which it
forms a part.
NAFTA, supranote 118, at 299-300.
123. See id. at 693 (NAFTA, ch. 20 provides a full description of dispute resolution).
124. Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, USITC Pub. 3977, Heading
2201 (2008); see also Gregory F. Szydlowski, The Commoditization of Water: A Look at Canadian Bulk Water Exports, the Texas Water Dispute, and the Ongoing Battle Under NAFTA For
Control of Water Resources, 18 COLO.J. INT'L ENvrL. L. & POL'Y 665, 671 (2007) (describing how goods are defined under NAFTA).
125. Gordon Hamilton, NAFTA Covers Canada's Water, U.S. Says: Ottawa Feels Deal
IncludesJust Bottles and Tanks, VANCOUVER SUN, Nov. 9, 1993, at Al.
126. See Stephen E. Draper, The Unintended Consequences of TradableProperty Rights to
Water, 20 Nat. Resources & Env't 49, 54 (2005).
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discriminatory manner. Thus, the issue is political, not legal."'' 7 It is
important to note that water, not on an open market, is not a "good"
under NAFTA
Although the Tijuana River and its effluent is not a water market
for NAFTA purposes, NAFTA does affect the Tijuana River in three
ways. First, the environmental side agreement ("NAAEC") addresses
water pollution and sewage runoff, if only in limited circumstances.
Second, before enacting NAFTA, Mexico and the United States
adopted the Border Environmental Cooperation Agreement
("BECA"), which established the North American Development Bank
("NADBank") and the Border Environment Cooperation Commission
("BECC"), which work in concert with one another to solve bi-national
environmental problems, and provide money for environmental
cleanup projects.'" Indeed, the BECC was integral in the process of
evaluating the SBIWTP, while the NADBank provided financing for the
evaluation.' This cooperative process has also helped provide financing for updates of the SAB, as well as the parallel wastewater conveyance system.'32 When renewing Tijuana's aging sewage systems in
2001, the BECC was careful to expressly include the Tijuana River and
3
Third, the Commission of Environmental Cooperation
the Estuary."
127. A. Dan Tarlock, Safeguarding InternationalRiver Ecosystems in Times of Scarcity, 3
U. DEN. WATER L. REv. 231, 271 (2000).
128.
The NAFTA creates no rights to the natural water resources of any Party to
the Agreement Unless water, in any form, has entered into commerce and
become a good or product, it is not covered by the provisions of any trade
agreement including the NAFTA. And nothing in the NAFTA would oblige
any NAFTA Party to either exploit its water for commercial use, or to begin
exporting water in any form. Water in its natural state in lakes, rivers, reservoirs, aquifers, water basins and the like is not a good or product, is not
traded, and therefore is not and never has been subject to the terms of any
trade agreement.
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment, 1999 Communiques, available at
http://www.ccme.ca/about/communiques/1999.html?item=13.
129. See generally Stephen P. Mumme & Pamela Duncan, The Commission on Environmental Cooperation and the U.S.-Mexico Border Environment, 5 J. Env't. & Dev. 197, 198,
210, 212 (1996) (despite the potential of the NAAEC, gaps in institutional mandates
require active support of all governments involved in the Agreement); see also infta text
accompanying notes 136-148 (discussing the case of Metales y Derivados).
130. Mary Tiemann, U.S. Dept. of State, NAFTA: Related Environmental Issues and
Initiatives (2000), http://fpc.state.gov/6143.htm.
131. Step II Form (Full Proposal): S. Bay Water Reclamation Plant, Border Env't
Cooperation Comm'n, http://www.cocef.org/aproyectos/sandie-ing.htm (last visited
Sept. 1, 2008).
132. See State Pub. Serv. Comm'n of Tijuana, Parallel Conveyance System for the City
of Tijuana, http://www.cocef.org/aproyectos/Obraspa-ing.htm (last visited Sept. 1,
2008).
133. See Wastewater Collection Sys. Rehab. & Improvements Project, Tijuana, Baja
(last
http://www.cocef.org/aproyectos/ExcomTijuana200l-07ing.htm
California,
visited Sept. 1, 2008) ("The proposed works were prioritized by CESPT [Comisi6n
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("CEC") provides public participation through the NAAEC, which can,
in turn, influence water usage on either side of the border." The CEC
allows citizens of and groups from NAFTA countries to allege that
another NAFTA country5 is failing to effectively enforce its own domestic environmental laws."3
The case of Metales y Derivados best illustrates the strength of the
public participation prong of the NAAEC.Iu This lead recycling and
Estatal de Servicios Pdiblicos de Tijuana] in close coordination with BECC, EPA, and
the State of California. Prioritization criteria included structural condition of the lines;
overflow, complaints and repair records; wastewater volume that could potentially be
surcharged; and proximity to the Tijuana River and the border.").
134. See Margaret Wilder, Border Farmers, Water Contamination, and the NAAEC Environmental Side Accord to NAFTA, 40 Nat. Resources J. 873, 888 (2000) (the CEC allows
small farmers to participate).

135. Mark R. Goldschmidt, The Role of Transparency and Public Participationin International Environmental Agreements: The North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, 29 B.C. ENvrL. AFF. L. REV. 343, 345 (2002) (the public participation of the CEC
has proven more effective than the actions of the CEC itself). It is interesting that
despite the limited authority of the CEC, subsequent free trade agreements, such as
ones with Chile and Central America, do not provide for a similar supra-national environmental appeal agency. See JACQUES BOURGEOIS ET AL., A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
SELECTED PROVISIONS IN FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS 65-66 (2007), available at
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/html/138103.htm. See Office of the United States
Trade
Representative,
Trade
Agreements,
http://www.ustr.gov/TradeAgreements/SectionIndex.html
(last visited Sept. 1,
2008), for access to the text of the treaties with Chile and the Central American Free
Trade Agreement. For an excellent example of the impact of public participation on
transborder water issues, consider the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation
Area. See generally Hector M. Arias, InternationalGroundwaters: The Upper San Pedro River
Basin Case, 40 NAT. RESOURCESJ. 199, 199 (2000) (examining the cooperative efforts of
the United States and Mexico in protecting the resources associated with the Upper
San Pedro River Basin); Ariz. Dept. of Water Res., Upper San Pedro,
http://www.azwater.gov/watershed/content/map/UppSanPedPar.htm
(last visited
Sept. 1, 2008) (providing an overview of the water resources an historical flow associated with the Upper San Pedro River); Udall Ctr. for Studies in Pub. Policy, San Pedro River Basin Projects, http://udallcenter.arizona.edu/sanpedro/mexico.html (last
visited Sept. 1, 2008) (describing the Udall Center's involvement in meeting with parties on the Mexican side of the San Pedro River Basin); Robert G. Varady et al.,
AWRA/IWLRI-University of Dundee Int'l Specialty Conference, Aug. 6-8, 2001, Watershed Councils along the U.S.-Mexico Border: The San Pedro Basin, 2, available at
http://www.awra.org/proceedings/dundee01/Documents/VaradyandMoote.pdf
(describing the role that citizens played in creating the Upper San Pedro Partnership, an
international watershed counsel that helps to manage the San Pedro River Basin).
136. For an example of how bilateral cooperation between officials in Mexico and
the United States can be an effective means to solve environmental problems, consider
the Alco Pacific lead smelter case. In that case, a United States based corporation sent
used batteries to Tjuana, where Alco Pacific put them through a smelting process, and
failed to properly dispose of the hazardous byproducts the process produced. Mexico's environmental protection agency, in conjunction with the Los Angeles District
Attorney's environmental crimes office, ended the operation, and imposed fines and
jail time on Alco Pacific officials. See American University, The Mandala Projects,
http://www.american.edu/TED/florido.htm (last visited Sept. 1, 2008) (providing a
brief introduction to the Alco Pacific case).
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smelting facility, which was located in the Otay Mesa maquiladorasector, began operation in 1972, and its U.S. owner, Jos6 Kahn, who allegedly moved to San Diego, abandoned it in 1995. 3 The Otay Mesa's
water overflow flows directly into the Rio Alamar.l By the 1990s, some
of the 10,000 residents of the down-valley Colonia Chilpancingo had
complained for years of skin rashes, odd gastrointestinal ailments, and
asthma resulting from the dust during the dry season, and open flowing mud and water during the rainy season."'
On October 23, 1998, the Environmental Health Coalition and
Comit6 Ciudadano Pro Restauraci6n del Cafi6n del Padre y Servicios
Comunitarios, A.C., filed a citizen's petition alleging that Mexico failed
to enforce Articles 170 and 134 of Mexico's General Law on Ecological
Balance and Environmental Protection (Ley General del Equilibrio
Ecol6gico y la Protecci6n al Ambiente or "LGEEPA") at the Metales y
Derivados facility."4 ° In response to these allegations, in May 2000, the
CEC produced a report detailing the pollution of the site, the results of
studies on health effects, and the alleged failure of the Mexican government to enforce the LGEEPA.1 4' Ultimately, the CEC concluded in
its report that "it is urgent to forestall the dispersal of the pollutants
adverse health effects in
and limit access to the site so as to prevent
1 42
people living or working in its proximity.

The CEC declined, however, to reach "any conclusions of law" regarding Mexico's failure to act under the LGEEPA.' 43 As strongly
worded as this report was, it was deeply flawed, in that the CEC's finding was limited to the Colonia Chilpancingo, and did not consider the
effects of the heavy metals on the Tijuana River, the SAB or SBIWTP,
or the Tijuana Estuary. 4' Further, it forced no party to NAFTA to act

137. See Tseming Yang, The Effectiveness of the NAFTA Environmental Side Agreement's
Citizen Submission Process:A Case Study of Metales y Derivados,76 U. Colo. L. Rev. 443, 447-

51 (2005).
138. See REG'L STUDIESATLAS, supranote 23, at 79.
139. SeeJamie Bowman, A Community Fights Back, TRIO: THE NEWSL. OF THE N. AM.
available at
2002),
(Spring
COOPERATION
FOR
ENVTL.
COMMISSION
http://www.cec.org/trio/stories/index.cfm-varlan=ENGLISH&ed=7&ID=90.
140. See Comm'n for Envl. Cooperation of N. Am., Metales y Derivados FinalFactual
Record, 8 N. AM. ENVTL. LAw & POL'Y, at 9, 16, 60 (2002) [hereinafter Metales Record],
available at http://www.cec.org/files/PDF/SEM/NAELP8-metales-e.pdf (failure to

enforce existing national environmental laws is an express violation of NAAEC).
141. See id. at 7.
142. Id. at 8.
143. See id. at 14, 16 (once a country determines that a violation occurred outside its
jurisdiction, it can only address enforcement issues). See also North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, U.S.-Can.-Mex., art. 10(8), Sept. 14, 1993, 32
I.L.M. 1480, 1487 (1993) [hereinafter NAAEC] (limiting the power of the CEC report

to "encourage the establishment by each Party of appropriate administrative procedures pursuant to its environmental laws... ").
144.

Metales Record, supra note 140, at 68.
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by the CEC recommendations, 45 so the report was, essentially, toothless.14

Nonetheless, the EPA has discretion to allocate funds that affect
the border, and successfully cleaned up the site in 2006, '4 with help
from the Mexican Secretary for the Environment and Natural Resources ("SEMARNAT").I" Otay Mesa is still a light industrial maquiladora site,'49 but remarkably, the bi-national agency promoting the Otay
Mesa Industrial Park does not evaluate the hydrology of the bi-national
watershed, instead ending its hydrological analysis at the border.'
The bi-national agency that should evaluate a river's hydrology is
the IBWC, which is the supra-national legal body established by the
1994 United States-Mexico Water Treaty to manage shared water resources. ' The roots of that treaty stretch back to the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo of 1848,5

which, following the Mexican-American War

and an 1889 convention, established the International Boundary
Commission to resolve "differences or questions that may arise on that
portion of the frontier between the United States of America and the
United States of Mexico where the Rio Grande and the Colorado Rivers form the boundary line ....
145. MARY E. KELLY, NAFTA's ENVIRONMENTAL SIDE AGREEMENT: A REViEW AND
ANALYSIS (1993), available at http://www.ciesin.columbia.edu/docs/008-099/008099ii.html; but see NAAEC, supra note 143, at art. 2(2) (requiring that the parties to the
treaty consider implementing polution limits recommended by the CEC).
146. SeeYang, supra note 137, at 477 (the NAAEC "submission process is a weak device to coerce a party's compliance with the obligation 'to effectively enforce its environmental laws and regulations' . . . [and] the Secretariat and the Council members
are largely insulated from political accountability.
") (quoting NAAEC, supra note
143, at art. 5(1)).
147. See U.S.-Mexico Border 2012 Waste Policy Forum Meeting, Feb. 7, 2006, Public
Meeting
Summary,
available at
http://www.epa.gov/usmexicoborder/docs/
waste-policy_20060207pub.pdf; see also Envtl. Prot. Agency, Border 2012 Map,
http://www.epa.gov/usmexicoborder/bordermap.html (showing discretionary jurisdictional boundaries).
148.
See U.S. ENVrL. PROT. AGENCY, SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE REMOVAL ACTION AT THE
METALES
Y
DERIVADOS SITE, TIJUANA,
MEXICO
2-8 (2004),
available at

http://www.epa.gov/region09/waste/features/metales/final-summary-report.pdf.
149.

See SAN DIEGO ASSOC. OF GOV'TS, OTAY MESA - MESA DE OTAY BINATIONAL

CORRIDOR: STRATEGIC PLAN 22 (2007), available at http://www.sandag.org/programs/
borders/binational/projects/draftstrategicplan_0507.pdf.
150. See id. at 90, 93 fig.20, 94 (Otay River Watershed Management Plan ends at the
border).
151.
1944 Rivers Treaty, supra note 37, at 1219, 1222-24; see also IBWC, International
Boundary and IBWC Projects: Project Map, available at http://www.ibwc.state.gov/
Files/ProjectMap.pdf (map of projects and cross-border surface water).
152. Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits, and Settlement with the Republic of Mexico, U.S.-Mex, Feb. 2, 1848, 9 Stat. 922 [hereinafter Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo].
153. Convention between the United States of America and the United States of
Mexico Regarding the Principles of the November 12, 1884 Treaty and Changes which
take Place in the Beds of the Rio Grande and Colorado Rivers, art. 1, U.S.-Mex, Mar. 1,
1889, 26 Stat. 1512, 1513.
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The twin issues of the shifting riparian boundary between the
United States and Mexico and water allocation between those States
were the roots of the 1944 Treaty, but the drafters realized that Mexico
and the United States could address new water issues through "the sincere spirit of cordiality and friendly cooperation" embodied by later
sub-agreements, known as "minutes.'"

Thus, the treaty created the

IBWC'55

to provide a system of water allocation, and to set priorities for
water use, recognizing that domestic and municipal use had a higher
priority than agriculture, electric generation, or industrial use."u Reflecting this priority, the drafters divided the Treaty into three subdivisions, one for the Rio Grande, one for the Colorado River, and one for
the Tijuana River, which begins at Article 16.' Article 16 demands
that the "Commission shall study and investigate" opportunities for the
"equitable distribution between the two countries of the waters of the
Tijuana River," as well as create flood control plans, irrigation plans,
estimate costs of joint projects, and "construct such of the proposed
works as are approved by both Governments" after dividing the work
and costs of the projects.'" While the Treaty embodies progressive international water law principles for 1944, carefully addressing water
delivery issues along the Rio Grande and Colorado River, it gives the
Tijuana River only half a page of dedicated focus. 9
Nonetheless, the IBWC addressed Tijuana water quality issues from
sewage treatment with Minute No. 222, which approved a plan for Tijuana to deliver sewage water from to a U.S. operated sewage treatment
facility at San Ysidro.' This agreement called for Mexico to pay the
United States $743.00 per day for the first five days of sewage delivery,
and $520.00 for each additional day of delivery. 6 ' Shortly after Mexico
and the United States made this agreement, the IBWC raised flood
control concerns, 62 and in response to those concerns, the IBWC
154.

1944 Rivers Treaty, supranote 37, at 1219, 1258.

155.
156.

Id. at 1222.
See id. at 1225.

157.

Id. at 1225, 1237, 1249.

158.
159.

Id. at 1249.
See id. at 1249-50.

160.

See IBWC, supra note 100, at 1-2. Although the Commission has often discussed

water quality issues, treatment of sewage on the Tijuana River seems to be an ownership issue. See U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Project:
Protective
&
Regulatory
Pumping
Unit,

http://www.usbr.gov/dataweb/html/crbscpprpu.html; John M. Bernal & Arturo Herrera Solis, Conflict and Cooperationon InternationalRivers: The Case of the ColoradoRiver on
the US-Mexico Border, 16 INT'L WATER RESOuRcES DEv. 651, 655 (2000) (discussing the
IBWC and water quality).
161. IBWC, supra note 100, at 3.
162. See generally IBWC, Minute No. 225, at 1-2 (June 19, 1967), available at

http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Min225.pdf (the United States and Mexico
should undertake joint flood control measures, without coming to any concrete proposals).
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broadened the agreement, to allow for channelization of the Tijuana
River for approximately 1,300 feet on both sides of the border. 6 '
In 1972, Minute No. 240 of the IBWC affected a sea change in the
management of the Tijuana River.'
The IBWC recognized that the
population of Tijuana was growing beyond the capacity of the City's
infrastructure, and foresaw a threat to human health, posed by inadequate water and poor wastewater facilities."n The Commission agreed
that the United States would deliver to Mexico, at Tijuana, 14,500
acre/feet of water, plus an additional 12% of 14,500 acre/feet of water
to account for seepage, for the next five years, through the extensive
aqueduct system designed to feed southern California.1" Costs to Mexico were significant and included pipeline construction and maintenance costs, payment for lost electricity that the Parker Dam would have
generated with the diverted flow, and a surcharge to use aqueduct capacity.167 The IBWC re-approved these deliveries in Minute Nos. 243,
245, 252, and 256,"M and did not significantly modify the deliveries until 2001, as part of an agreement under which Mexico paid various California water agencies to replace parts of the pipeline. 0
In Minute No. 270, IBCW agreed that Mexico should construct and
maintain international treatment facilities on the Tijuana River. 7 ' In
considering the problem of border sanitation, the Commission took
note of the 1944 Treaty's mandate that Mexico and the United States
"give preferential attention to the solution of all border sanitation
problems[,]" and referenced Minute No. 261, which gave further requirements for a large international plant. 7 ' The Commission then
referred to Article 2 of the La Paz Agreement, which stipulated that
"the parties undertake, to the fullest extent practical, to adopt appropriate measures to prevent, reduce and eliminate sources of pollution
in their respective territory which affect the border area of the oth-

163. IBWC,
Minute No.
236, at
1
(July
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Min236.pdf.
164. See IBWC, supranote 99, at 1.
165. Id.
166. Id. at 2-3.

167.

2,

1970),

available

at

Id. at 4-5.

168. See IBWC, Minute No. 256, at 1-2 (Feb.
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Min256.pdf.

169.

See IBWC FINAL EA, supra note 35, at 9-10.

170.

See

IBWC,

Minute

No.

270,

at

4

(Apr.

22,

1977),

available at

30,

1985),

available at

http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Min270.pdf.
171. Id. at 1 (
[F]or each of the border sanitation problems, the Commission [shall] pre-

pare a Minute . . . in which there would be included, identification of the
problem, definition of conditions which require solution, specific quality
standards that should be applied, the course of action that should be followed
for its solution, and the specific time schedule for its implementation.
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er."17 2 Noting that the population of Tijuana had increased, and that
the increased population increased the volume of sewage, the Com73
mission agreed that Mexico must treat wastewater to its best ability.
Minute No. 283 of July 2, 1990, sought to address sewage concerns
by creating the SBIWTP' 74 The Commission noted that "[i]t has not
been possible to eliminate uncontrolled sewage that continuously
flows" into the Tijuana River. 7' According to the Commission, rather
than have Mexico continue to construct (and delay) its own treatment
facilities, the City of San Diego had "a comprehensive study underway,"
and intended "to upgrade its potable water and sewage collection and
treatment systems. 1 76 The Commission concluded that combining efforts to have one treatment facility for both Tijuana and southern San
Diego "is the best alternative to this common problem." 7 By deciding
to go forward with the plan, the IBWC accessed funds made available
through the NADBank, which, as noted above, the
BECA created to
17
address environmental concerns along the border. 1
Shortly after the SBIWTP went online in 1999, the Surfrider Foun79
dation sued the IBWC for failure to comply with the Clean Water Act.'
The Surfrider foundation alleged that the SBIVTP was capable only of
"primary" treatment, which separates solid waste from water, and that
the SBIWTP was incapable of "secondary" treatment, a process that
either filters biodegradable organic contaminants out of the water, or
uses bacteria to consume those contaminants.'" The parties settled the
lawsuit, with an agreement that the IBWC provide over $2 million to
have "independent ocean monitoring to ensure the effluent isn't

172.

IBWC, Minute No. 270, supra note 170, at 1 (citing Agreement between the

United States of America and the United Mexican States on Cooperation for the Protection and Improvement of the Environment in the Border Area, U.S.-Mex., Aug. 14,
1983, 35 U.S.T. 2917 (1983) [hereinafter La Paz Agreement]).

173. Id. at 2 ("SEDUE of Mexico has undertaken to resolve the Tijuana border sanitation problem for which it has prepared a plan for the facilities to treat and dispose of
the sanitary wastewaters, as a part of the first stage of the Integrated Project for Potable
Water and Sewerage for Tijuana .... .").
174.

See

IBWC,

Minute

No.

283,

at

4

(July

2,

1990),

available at

http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Files/Minutes/Minute283.pdf.
175. Id. at 2.
176. Id. at 3.
177. Id. at 4-5.
178. See supratext accompanying notes 130-131.
179. Clean Water Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-217, 91 Stat. 1566 (codified as
amended at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (2000)). See generally U.S. Water News Online, U.S.
Settles
Suit
Over
Ocean
Sewage
at
Mexican
Border,

http://uswaternews.com/archives/arcrights/2ussetl.html

(Jan. 2002) (discussing the

Surfrider Foundation Suit).
180. See 146 CONG. REC. H17764 (daily ed. Sept. 12, 2000). See also Surfrider Founda-

tion, Making Waves: Chapter Eco-Activism, http://www.surfrider.org/makingwaves/
makingwavesl5-6/5.html (last visited Sept. 1, 2008).
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harming kelp beds or reaching South Bay beaches."'81 The IBWC, in
conjunction with the EPA, continued work on upgrading the SBIWTP,
and in 2005 came to the conclusion that an advanced, privately operated primary and secondary treatment facility in Mexico was the "preferred alternative. ' 2
The proposed Bajagua project certainly was a strong alternative to
doing nothing or simply returning the secondary sewage to Mexico for
discharge in the Pacific Ocean via the SAB. Had the IBWC rejected
the option to expand the SBIWTP to a secondary treatment facility in
Mexico, a court would have granted that decision Chevron deference.'83
Bajagua Project proponents note that the project's ability to process 50
million gallons daily ("mgd") to primary and secondary levels would
meet Tijuana's growing sewage treatment needs, and that its further
ability to treat 25 mgd to tertiary levels for industrial use would free
purer water for personal use, helping Tijuana meet future demands for
potable water.'" Importantly, by outsourcing the project's design and
build-financing to a private entity ("Agua Clara"), and then leasing the
facility to Agua Clara on a twenty-year basis, the IBWC and EPA would
have merely overseen the project, and would not have to directly manage construction and maintenance of a facility in Mexico.'85
What the IBWC and EPA did not anticipate was the failure of Agua
Clara to implement this plan. When IBWC pulled the funding to Agua
Clara for failing to complete required "development activities" on
schedule to meet the 2008 deadline of operation, and failed to write an
Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") as required by the National
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), the Surfrider Foundation again
sued.'86 Under the "Fee for Services" contract, the IBWC could terminate the agreement if Bajagua did not meet the development obligations.'87 Despite the formidable arguments in favor of the project, Bajagua's future is uncertain,' " a fact that reflects the difficulty of imple181. U.S. Water News Online, supra note 179.
182. See Notice of Availability (NOA) of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) for Clean Water Act (CWA) Compliance at the South Bay International Wastewater Treatment Plant (SBIWTP), San Diego County, CA, 70 Fed.
Reg. 42,379, at 42,380 (July 22, 2005).
183. See Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 837-38
(1984) (courts must give agency decisions deference when Congress has not directly

spoken on the question at issue and when the agency's decision is based on a permissible construction of the statute).
184. Campbell, supra note 8, at 1067-69.
185. Id. at 1070-71.
186. Surfrider Found. v. Marin, No. O1CV027OBTM, 2007 WL 2429370, at *2 (S.D.
Cal. Aug. 21, 2007) (order granting motion to intervene).
187. Id. at*1.
188. See generally Campbell, supra note 8, at 1067-72 (discussing the arguments in
favor of the Bajagua project). See also Telephone Interview with Sally Spencer, Public
Affairs Specialist, IBWC (Oct. 23 2007) ("Bajagua is not happening.").
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menting a project in a foreign country with mandated financing, and
multiple agency oversight.
The third legal regime, the Tijuana River Watershed Urban Runoff
Management Program ("WURMP"), 9 has jurisdiction over the Tijuana
River only between the headwaters in U.S. territory and the discharge
points at the Tijuana Estuary. ' " Nonetheless, in assessing regional
compliance with the CWA, the California Regional Water Quality Control Board held that those municipalities' copermittees that operate a
municipal separate storm sewer system ("MS4"), "which is a significant
contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States" were responsible for system discharges, even given third party inputs."' The copermittees of the City of San Diego, the County of San Diego, and the City
of Imperial Beach were all responsible for discharges from the Tijuana
River, even though they could exercise no jurisdiction over the
SBIWTP, the SBOO, and the SBLA.'92 The California Regional Water
Quality Control board's holding explains why the San Diego Regional
Water Quality Control Board has joined the Surfrider Foundation's
suit against the IBWC.' 9
These three legal regimes, NAFTA, IBWC, and WURMP, collectively embody many of the principles laid out in the 1997 U.N. Convention
on International Watercourses, and supplement it in significant ways;
however, no single bi-national agency or agreement fully meets all the
needs of the Tijuana River. '
First, neither the IBWC nor the BECC focus on the entire hydrological system of the river basins they address.'95 The Convention, by
contrast, includes "groundwater" in its definition of a watercourse.' 6
189. See
Project
Clean
Water,
Tijuana
River
WURMP,
http://www.projectcleanwater.org/html/wurmp tijuana_river.html (last visited Sept.
1, 2008), for further information about the WIURMP.
190. See SAN DIEGO INTEGRATED REG'L WATER MGMT., supra note 7, at app. I, fig.l-11
(showing the jurisdictional border bisecting the watershed).
191. See San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Bd., Fact Sheet/Technical Report for SDRWQCB Order No. 2001-01, at 34 (Nov. 6, 2001), available at
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sandiego/water-issues/programs/stormwater/docs/s
d_permit/factsheetfinal.pdf.
192. Id. at 13.
193. See Campbell, supra note 8, at 1063-65 (discussing the Surfrider Foundation's
1999 suit, and the California Regional Water Quality Control Board's 2001 suit).
194. See Convention on the Law of the Non-navigational Uses of International Watercourses, G.A. Res. 51/229, at 3, U.N. GAOR, 51st Sess., U.N. Doc. A/51/49 (May 21,
1997),
available
at
http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/8_3_1997.pdf
[hereinafter International Watercourses Convention] ("[N]othing in the present Convention shall affect the rights or obligations of a watercourse State arising from agreements in force for it on the date on which it became a party to the present Convention" allowing the IBWC and NAFTA to control the Tijuana River).
195. See ENVrL. PROT. AGENCY, StxTH REPORT OF THE GOOD NEIGHBOR ENVIRONMENTAL
BOARD TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 10 (2003), available at
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Second, unlike the NAAEC and the BECC, the Convention does
not call for public participation in water allocation and environmental
remediation; instead, under the Convention, only States can be parties
to watercourse agreements.'9 7 The Convention seems premised on the
"good neighborliness" rule epitomized by the La Paz Agreement of
1983, " which the BECC cites for making environmental determinations,' the EPA for determining funding for cleanup2" and the
IBWC.'
One of the Convention's primary goals is to ensure that
"[w]atercourse States shall participate in the use, development and
protection of an international watercourse in an equitable and reasonable manner. "1n

2

The Convention prioritizes "optimal and sustainable

23
utilization""

of a watercourse over the "[o]bligation not to cause significant harm. ' ' The Convention lists " [f]actors relevant to equitable
and reasonable utilization," such as the "social and economic needs,"
and the "population dependent on the watercourse," before the "effects

. .

or uses of the watercourses in one ...

State on other water-

course States. " "° However, under the Convention, parties must negotiate uses in "consultations in a spirit of cooperation. 22

There is little

doubt that both the IBWC and the BECC have allowed cooperative
negotiation between Mexico and the United States, to address the uses
of the Tijuana River via shared resources, as exhibited by the "emergency deliveries" of water treatment upgrades at the SBJWTP and the
SAB. Along the Tijuana River, the countries have expressed a
"[g]eneral obligation to cooperate," 7 not only in determining reasonable uses of the watercourse, but also in the mitigation of damages,
epitomized by the no harm rule.

http://www.epa.gov/ocem/gneb/gneb6threport/O6waterresources-epa-6th-gneb-en
g_final.pdf ("[T]raditional management approaches to the border's water resources
have not been based on the premise that surface water and groundwater are a single
resource.").
196. International Watercourses Convention, supranote 194.
197. See id. (defining a "watercourse state"). See also id., at 4 (discussing watercourse
states as parties to the agreement).
198. See La Paz Agreement, supranote 172, 35 U.S.T. at 2917.
199. SeeTiemann, supra note 130 (discussing how EPA-based programs, based on the
La Paz Agreement, coordinate with BECC).
200. See Envtl. Prot. Agency, US-Mexico Border 2012 Program, What is Border
2012?, http://www.epa.gov/usmexicoborder/framework/index.html (last visited Sept.
1, 2008) (citing the La Paz Agreement).
201. See IBWC, Minute No. 270, supra note 170, at 1.
202. International Watercourses Convention, supra note 194, at 4.
203. Id.
204. Id. at 5.
205. Id.
206. Id.
207. Id.
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However, the Convention seems to require a higher standard for
pollution prevention than anything seen in any of the agreements on
the Tijuana River.' ° The BECC's mandate is to address environmental
pollution through remediation and projects, not to "prevent" pollution.' Not one of the IBWC's 312 Minutes addresses prevention of
pollution as a titular goal."' The San Diego WURMP's mandate is only
to control stormwater discharge from the Tijuana River."' Although
both the IBWC and the BECC have shown an ability to coordinate with
one another and react to pollution along the Tijuana River, neither
agency dedicates itself to preventing pollution, as the 1997 U.N. Convention demands.
IV. THE FUTURE OF THE TIJUANA RIVER
The various organizations that control the Tijuana River Watershed
face four major challenges in the immediate future: meeting increasing demand for water, treating spent sewage water, demonstrating that
it can protect and restore the ecology of the watershed by treating
flood waters, and protecting against raging wildfires.
First, the organizations must determine how the watershed will be
able to meet increasing demand. This demand is growing due to increasing human personal use as populations on both sides of the border expand in the watershed and as the number of thirsty electronic
assembly plants swells. Importantly, the premise of this growth is on a
flourishing bi-national economy, one that increasingly relies on maquiladoraassembly of electronic devices, an industry that requires a steady,
foreseeable supply of industrial grade water.

208. Id. at 9 ("Watercourse States shall, individually and, where appropriate, jointly,
prevent, reduce and control the pollution of an international watercourse that may
cause significant harm to other watercourse States or to their environment, including
harm to human health or safety, to the use of the waters for any beneficial purpose or
to the living resources of the watercourse. Watercourse States shall take steps to harmonize their policies in this connection.").
209. See
Border
Env't
Coop.
Group,
General
Information,
http://www.cocef.org/background.htm (last visited Sept. 1, 2008) ("The purpose of

the BECC is to help conserve, protect and enhance the environment in the U.S.Mexico border region, through the development and certification of environmental
infrastructure projects that incorporate innovative sustainability and public participation concepts.").
210. See IBWC, Minutes between the United States and Mexican Sections of the
IBWC, http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Treaties -Minutes/Minutes.html (last visited Sept. 1,
2008) (providing a chronological list of Minute titles).
211. See TUuANA RIVER WATERSHED URBAN RuNorr MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, 2002-03
ANNUAL
REPORT
1 (2004),
available at http://www.projectcleanwater.org/
pdf/wurmp/tj2003 annual-report.pdf (explaining how copermittees must "collabo-

rate in the development of a watershed-based program that addresses surface
stormwater quality for the Tijuana River watershed").
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Second, despite encouraging instances of public participation, the
current sewage treatment situation in the Tijuana River Watershed
remains a travesty." ' The human and industrial sewage that is actively
polluting some of the most beautiful coastline of North America highlights the failure of the IBWC and the BECC (even with NADBank finances) to address the sewage treatment problem. This problem has
manifested in two ways. First, the sewage that is treated does not meet
EPA standards, because the SAB and SBIWTP are capable only of primary and not secondary or tertiary treatment levels. Second, because
the IBWC and the BECC provide no treatment whatsoever for Phase II
runoff, the Tijuana River Estuary suffers, due to high levels of industrial waste that discharge into the estuary when the River floods annually.
Thus, San Diego water copermittees (acting with the authority of California state statute) along with the Surfrider NGO, have taken on the
ossified IBWC in court, rather than naming the polluters themselves as
parties."' Because SPIWTP's treatment of the Tijuana River is inadequate under the CWA, the IBWC is likely to settle the suit, and institute
a plan to treat the sewage and the runoff.
Third, the ecology of the Tijuana River watershed needs active protection. Not only are diminishing wetlands posing a serious ecological
challenge for numerous threatened and endangered species, including
migratory birds, but wildfires threaten the ecology as well. Although
commentators often view the IBWC "as a model of binational commitment to the peaceful management of shared water resources," its
lack of a minute reflecting ecological uses, aside from the "catch-all
category of 'any other beneficial uses which may be determined,"'
threatens wetlands species on all three rivers the Treaty covers, 14 and
does not protect habitat in the higher elevations of the Tijuana River
watershed. This lack of an "ecological minute" complicates other U.S.
212. See Minan, supra note 17, at 56 (describing the flow of pollution from the
mouth Tijuana river north along the Pacific coast). See also Scripps Inst. of Oceanography, Plume Tracker, http://www.sdcoos.org/data/tracking/IB/tjrpts-ani-latest.gif
(animation showing pollution plumes from the San Antonio de los Buenos facility
moving up the coast).
213. See Surfrider Found. v. Main, No, 01CV0270BTM, 2007 WL 2429370, at *1
(S.D. Cal. Aug. 21, 2007) (order granting motion to intervene). This legal strategy, at
least, does not harm long-term relations between the two countries, as cross-border
liability might. See Kristi Fettig, Criminaland Civil Remedies for Transboundaiy Water Pollution, 15 Transnat'l Law. 117, 119 (2002) (outlining various legal strategies to hold polluters on the New River financially liable). Furthermore, economic integration in the
region means that neither State is clearly wholly liable under the Polluter Pays principle. See Itay Fischhendler, Escaping the "Polluter Pays" Trap: Financing Wastewater
Treatment on the Tijuana-SanDiego Border, 63 Ecological Econ. 485, 485 (2007) (arguing
that the economic disparity that exists between Mexico and the United States makes it
necessary for those States to adopt a new system for dividing pollution prevention costs
in the Tijuana River Watershed).
214. Stephen P. Mumme, The Case for Adding an Ecology Minute to the 1944 United
States-Mexico Water Treaty, 15 Tul. Envtl. L.J. 239, 239, 248 (2002).
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federal law, such as the Endangered Species Act,21 because in the absence of such a minute, it appears that IBWC policy "strongly favors
development over environment as it specifies priorities for the utilization of treaty waters. 2 6 The Tijuana River Estuary provides the largest
protected, inter-tidal wetlands area on the southern California coast,
but the high levels of heavy metals and untreated human sewage pose a
serious risk to endangered and threatened species.
As global warming increases the likelihood of drought, both the
United States and Mexico should prioritize cross-border, integrated
wildfire management and water use policy.21 7

In October 2007, the

Harris fire raged through remote and protected areas of the Tijuana
Watershed on the U.S. side of the border, causing widely reported
damage to human structures, and documented habitat damage to the
"Quino checkerspot butterfly, Thorne's hairstreak, Arroyo toad, and
Least Bell's vireo . ... 12 Analysts have not yet determined the exact
impacts of the Harris fire on the hydrology of the Tijuana River, but
the likely increased flooding and erosion, as well as the immediate fire
damage, may have a long-term ecological impact. 211 Media criticism of
2
wildfire management was widespread.1
'
Because the fire did not cross

the border into Mexico, some critics suggest that the fire suppression
policies on the U.S. side of the watershed were a factor in the fire's
intensity.22 ' The ecology of the watershed binds both sides of the bor-

215.
216.
217.

Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544 (2000).
Mumme, supra note 214, at 254.
See Carlos de la Parra, Desertification in Tijuana (Mexico): Effects and Policies, in
WORLD FORUM OF MAYORS ON CITIES AND DESERTIFICATION BONN, 11-12 JUNE 1999: Six
CASE STUDIES FROM ASIA, AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA 22 (1999) (providing more information on desertification in Tijuana). See also A. Dan Tarlock, How Well Can International Water Allocation Regimes Adapt to Global Climate Change?, 9 J. Land Use & Envtl. L.
&J. Transnat'l L. & P. 423, 446 (2000).
218. See STATE OF CALIFORNIA, INTERAGENCY STATE BURNED AREA EMERGENCY RESPONSE
(BAER)
REPORT:
HARRIS
FIRE
8-9
(2007),
available
at
http://www.oes.ca.gov/Operational/OESHome.nsf/PDF/FiresBAER%20Teams%20PDFs/$file/HarrisFire.pdf.
219. Id. at 43-46 (describing the impacts of the fire on the hydrology of the area).
220. See, e.g., Tony Manolatos et al., Cal FireDrawingHeated Criticism Over Policies, SAN
DIEGO
UNION-TRIBUNE,
Dec.
23,
2007,
available
at
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/metro/wildfires/20071223-99991n23calfire.html.
221. In particular, critics suggest that the United States should not suppress small
fires, but rather let them burn, as is the policy in Mexico, to purge the land of brush,
thereby limiting fuel for future fires. See Kirk Johnson &Jesse McKinley, Rethinking Fire
Policy in the Tinderbox Zone, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 28, 2007, at Al. See also Richard A. Minnich, Fire Mosaics in Southern Californiaand Northern Baja California,219 SCI. 1287, 1287,
1290-91 (1983) (arguing that the Baja California chaparral fire regime may serve as a
model for prescribed burning in southern California). Mexican firefighters helped
put out the Harris fire in the U.S., and were perhaps available to do so because the fire
was not as intense in Mexico. See Mexican 'Bomberos' Helping California Wildfire
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der; the United States and Mexico need to consider common ecology,
so that they can coordinate fire suppression efforts to preserve the
ecology of the Tijuana River.
The IBWC has not shown that it can meet these challenges; it is
adept at water allocation and water resource management on the Colorado and Rio Grande, but the Tijuana River presents very different
challenges. It is likely that a regional or sub-regional agency, drawing
on local expertise, could react to Tijuana River issues more nimbly.22
Rather than "strengthening" the IBWC, the United States, and Mexico
should give the Tijuana River management board a degree of autonomy from the central agency, and thereby empower the regional agency
to be more responsive to public pressure. Mexico and the United
States created the IBWC at a time when both States needed clearly defined borders, not at a time of cross-border economic integration. A
holistic hydrological watershed approach would be a step forward, "
but such an approach still would not address economic integration,
which is the source of so much pollution along the Tijuana River.
Sewage flowing from Tijuana to San Diego has been a problem for
nearly 100 years. The IBWC has the power to allocate water, but its
Tijuana River mandate does not give it the power to consider and encourage public participation."4 Rather than directing the NADBank's
finances toward a private company contractually obligated to an agency
in El Paso, " the IBWC should directly allocate money to a localized
Effort,
TERRA
DAILY,
Oct.
28,
2007,
available
at
http://www.terradaily.com/2007/071028012220.eim6x7qn.html.
222. See Stephen P. Mumme, Developing Treaty Compatible Watershed Management Reforms for the U.S. - Mexico Border The Case for Strengtheningthe InternationalBoundary and
Water Commission, 30 N.C. J. Int'l L. & Com. Reg. 929, 929-30 (2005) (showing a survey
of recent criticism and recommendations of the IBWC, and arguing for a more autonomous IBWC). "[T]reaty-compatibility does not mean political feasibility, As the
ongoing case of the Mexican water debt shows, important differences in national perspective are bound to drive the dynamics of cooperation on [environmental and ecological] issues." Id. at 948. "[T] he governments should follow recent advice and establish bi-national watershed boards for the Treaty rivers.., that represent a full range of
government and non-governmental stakeholders in treaty water management." Id. at
949.
223. See Steven G. Ingram, In a Twenty-First Century "Minute", 44 Nat. Resources J.
163, 163 (2004) (arguing that the IBWC should adopt a minute to consider the holistic
hydrology of the Rio Grande, and that by doing so it "should incorporate current,
prospective-looking, and pragmatic international law principles"). See also id. at 191-94
(the minute must consider (1) shared responsibilities to avoid a "zero-sum" allocation,
(2) plan for long-term strategies and an "environmental minute," (3) flexibility and
"contemporaneity" of the Treaty).
224. See
IBWC,
San
Diego
Field
Office,
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Organization/Operations/Field-Offices/SanDiego.html
(last visited Sept. 1, 2008) (the functions of the office are to operate the SBIWTP and
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225. See IBWC, Contact Us, http://www.ibwc.state.gov/Contact-Us/Contactus.html
(the headquarters of the IBWC are in El Paso, TX).
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binational sewage treatment board that is responsible to the public for
meeting future drinking and industrial water use needs, modernizing
the SBIWTP and SAB to secondary treatment levels, creating plans to
treat the first seasonal runoffs of the Tijuana River, and developing an
integrated hydrological approach that considers the ecology of the
Tijuana River.

